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This paper considers an H/G/l queue with feedback and priorities. A 
model able to represent in detail the task sequence structures of 
actual processors is used to evaluate average response times. Another 
model able to represent in detail the structure of the task sequence to 
be evaluated, but which models the processor environment by sequences 
with probabilistic feedback, is used to evaluate response time distri
bution. The paper also describes the application of both models to 
evaluate response times in a multiprocessor system modeled as a set of 
single-processor systems. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

A multiprocessor system can be modeled as a queueing network in which each 
processor represents a network node. In many systems, each requisition results in 
8 sequence of tasks being performed by one or several processors. One of the most 
important system performance indicators is the response time between a requisi
tion and the service completion of its task sequence. This response time is given 
by the sum of the corresponding response times {waiting and processing times} in 
each processor and the transmission times. Thus, a first step to evaluate re
sponse times in a multiprocessor system is to evaluate response times In each 
processor. 

The tasks of a sequence performed by each processor constitute, in turn, a se
quence. Each sequence performed by a processor is defined by the number and ar
rangement of tasks, and the priority and processing time of each task. The pro
cessor can be represented by an H/G/l queue with feedback and priorities. This 
paper presents two complementary models to evaluate response times of these 
processors. 

The first model, presented in section 2, is able to represent in detail the task 
sequence structure of actual processors and is used to evaluate average (av.) 
response times. It is an extension of the model presented by H. Villen in [1]. It 
has been extended to consider a mi~ of preemptive/non-preemptive priorities and 
Dultibranch sequences. In addition, new relations have been found which simplify 
the formulas. Other authors, as J.N. Daigle [2] and W. Burakowski [3] have also 
treated this model, although using different approaches. 

The second model, presented in section 3, copes with the evaluation of response 
time distribution. The greater complexity of the distribution problem has req
uired to follow a different approach to model the two factors affecting the 
response times of each sequence: its own structure and the overall behavior of 
the processor (arrival rate and structure of all sequences performed 1n the 
processor). The sequence to be evaluated, whose detail has an important impact on 
its response time, is modeled in detail, similarly to the sequences of the model 
for average values; the overall behavior of the processor, whose detail is not so 
important, is modeled by sequences with probabilistic feedback. This model is an 
extension of the one presented by B. Fontana and C. Diaz in (4]. The modeling of 
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the overall behavior has been maintained, and the modeling of the sequence to be 
evaluated has been extended to consider multibranch sequences, and gap times 
between tasks. Other authors have also worked in this field, but they do not 
evaluate response time distribution for a detailed sequence. A summary of those 
works is presented in N.K. Jaiswal (5] and S.F Vashkov [6]. 

These single-processor models are applied in section· 4 to evaluate response times 
in multiprocessor systems with a large number of processors which have not strong 
mutual correlations. 

2. AVERAGE VALUES FOR A SINGLE PROCESSOR 

2.1 Model description 

The model considered is a single server queue to which predefined task sequences 
arrive according to a Poissonian law. When a sequence arrives, a task is gen
erated; upon service completion of any task, one or several tasks can also be 
generated (feedback). Any number of different task sequences can be defined, an 
example is given in Fig. la; each sequence has a predefined structure given by 
its number of branches, its branching points, the order in which the tasks are 
generated in the branching points (e.g., task c of the figure immediately before 
task f), the number of tasks of each branch, and the service time and priority of 
each task. Each task has a different, independent and general service time law. 

There is a mix of preemptive-resume/non-preemtive priorities in a flexible manner 
by the following approach: Each task x has a queue priority Px' and its service 
is divided into several subtasks, (x,j), each one with a service (and 
preempt ion) priori ty Tt x j. (Higher values of Px mean lower priori ty). Px and 

n J" can be arbitrarily ~fiosen, with the restriction that, for any j, ~ j ~ Px 
x, A task x is preempted by a task y if the subtask (x,j) in servic~ upon 
generation of y has ~x " > Py (inmediate preemption) or if a subsequent subtask 
(x,k) has nx k > Py (~elayed preemption). The preempted task is put into the 
first position bf the priority Ttx . (or, in its case, rrx k) queue. Two partic
ular cases of this arrangement, '60th with one subtask per task, are purely 
preemptive (Ttx,l=Px) and purely non-preemptive ( TIx,l=l) disciplines. 

Average response times of the sequences will be obtained considering pure pre
emptive priorities in 2.2 and mixed preemptive/non-preemptive priorities in 2.3. 

2.2 Purely preemptive priorities 

Consider a system with sequences such as that of Fig.la, 
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each task is indicated on its left hand side. Let ~y (y=A,B,etc) be the arrival 
rate of sequence y, and hx (x=a,b,etc) and hrx the AV. service and residual 
service times resp. of task x. Define Sx and ex as the events corresponding to 
start of service and end of service resp. of task x, and hex as the e~pected 
;alue of the time inter;al from Sx to ex. 

To solve the model, each sequence is split into several sequences, one per 
branch, repeating the tasks common to several branches, as shown in Fig.lb. 

The model is solved by steps: In the first step, the delays related to tasks of 
priority I are obtained. Using these results as input data, the delays related to 
tasks of priority 2 are obtained; and so on. Let us explain the proce-dure for a 
certain priority q. 

Firstly, the tasks of priority lower than q are removed from the sequences of 
Fig.lb, thus splitting each sequence into several sequences, as shown in Fig.lc,d 
for q = 1,2 resp. Sequences such as those of Fig.lb, lc, Id and le will be called 
original, intermediate, final 1- and final 2-sequences, resp. 

For each q, the final q-sequences are numbered, and the arri va I rate 1). 
(i=l,2,etc) of each one is made equal to that of its corresponding originat 
sequence. Define si j as the event start of service of the jth task of priority q 
of the final q-sequ~nce i, and s· 0 the first event of sequence i. Define ei j as 
the event generation of the (j+l~lh task of priority q of sequence i, and ei'N(i) 
as the last event of sequence i, where N(i) is the number of tasks of priorIty q 
in sequence i. si j and ei j' 0 ~ j ~ N(i), are considered as the ~tart of 
service and end of se?vice of Aummy supertasks (i,j), indicated by rectangles in 
the figure. 

Let us define the following parameters, all of them refered to the final q
sequences: 

- T·· and he
l
· J" which are the expected values of the time intervals from I,J -. 

si,O to Si,j ana from Si,j to ei,j' resp. They will give t~e response times. 

- h· - and hr- ., which are the av. service and residual service times of super
t!,a (i,j) tlKey are defined as zero, for j> N(i». E.g., for q=l, hI 0 =0, and 
for q=2, h2 ,l=hb + hf and hr2,l=[hb(hrb + hf ) + ,hf hrfl / h2,1. ' 

- hi and hri' idem refered to sequence i. 

- p - -= 1}- h· . and P ,=iJ· h1"' loads due to supertask (i,j) and sequence i resp. I,J 1 1,J 1 1 

- tei j' ti j and tri j' equals to hex' hx and hrx resp. of the task x of priori
ty q headrng the supertask (i,j). E.g., for q = 2, tl,o = 0, tl,1 = hb• 

- h' and hr' , virtual av. service and residual service times of task x: h'x=h x ' 
, x, " h h' h' 0" h hr =hr in the first sequence In WhlC task x appears; x= r x= 1n ot er 

seq~enc~s in which it appears. E.g., for q=2, h'a=ha in sequence I and h'a=O in 
sequence 2. 

h'- j' hr' i ,j' h' i' hr' i ' 
detrned from fi'x and hr'x as 

"'i,j' ~'i' t'i j and tr'i j' virtual parameters 
h' " hr' " h

l
, ,'etc. have i>een define,d from hx • 

l,j I,J 

Yi=l, if the event Si 0 is the arrival of the original sequence corresponding 
to the final q-sequence'l. Otherwise, Yi=O. E.g., for q = I,YI=l, Y2=O. 

- bi,j;m is an event defined between Si j and ei j. It is such that if sequence m 
arrives while supertask (i,j) is runnIng, em 0 occurs before ei J' if m arrives 

. f -, f b" I before b, -. , and the reverse 1 m arrIves a ter bi J-.m· i J-.m IS on y 
- I,J,m, F' 1 h ' 1 "k d b defined for ~hose m With Ym=l. In 1&. c,d, t e events Di j.l are mar e y 

bold points. Section 2.2.1 explains how the events bi,j;m ar' ~etermined. 
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fi,j;m is the expected value of the time interval from Si,j to bi,j;m. 

ri,m-l means that sequences i and m come from the same original sequence, being 
si,O and sm,O the same event; otherwise, ri,meO • E.g., for q=I, r2,3=O, r2,4=1. 

- z(i,m} of two sequences with ri m=l, is an index such that the last common task 
of i and m is contained in both'supertasks (i,z(i,m}) and (m,z(i,m}). E.g., for 
q=l, z(I,3)=1 and z(2,4)=O, and for q=2, z(I,2)=1. 

The parameter tei,j is obtained by: 

r 
tei,j = ti,j I (1 -'t/m Ym P'm,O) (2.1) 

tei j together with the values of he and T obtained for higher priorItIes (and 
the' rules to determine bi,j;m given in 2.2.1) allow us to evaluate hei,j and 
fi,j;m· 

The delay Ti j will be obtained for a test final q-sequence 1. It can be divided 
into the following components: 

T· . = A· . +. y. B - C· . + D· . 1,J 1,J 1 q 1,J 1,J if j > 0 ; T· 0 = 0 1, 
(2.2 ) 

Ai . is the component due to the service of tasks in its own test sequence and 
in'~he sequences corresponciing to branches of the same original sequence: 

A· . = L 1,J 
't/m/r· =1 I,m 

(2.3) 

being v ·=1 if supertask (m,j), for j > z(i,m),is served before supertask m 1 
(i,j). Il will occur if hem z(i m} < hei z{i m) or if, being equal, the 
next task in m after the last tommon task ol 1 And m is generated before the 
next task in i; otherwise, v . =0. E.g., for q=1, v2 4=1, and for q=2, VI 2=0. m,l , , 

- y. B -C· . is the component due to the service of tasks in final q-sequences 
I q I,J 

WhICh are 1n the system when Si 0 occurs. If Yi=O, no final q-sequences can 
be in the system when Si 0 occ~rs, since Si 0 occurs when a task of priority 
lower than q has just finIshed; thus this component is zero. If Yi =l, si,O is 
a Poissonian arrival; thus, this component is equal to Bq , the total work 
required to complete the service of all the final q-sequences in the system at 
a random instant (as it is the Si 0 occurrence), minus Ci j' the part of such 
work which has not yet been perfo~med when Si,j occurs. ' 

- Bq is formed by Bq- 1 and by the virtual av. service time of the supertasks 
(m,n) whose final q-sequences are, at a random instant, between the events sm 0 
and sm n' or between the start and the end of service of the task of priority'q 
heading (m,n) (in the latter case, the already served part of this task has to 
be excluded from Bq >. As the av. numbers of sequences m in those situations are 
llm\ Tm,n and 'lm tem,n resp. 

Bq = Bq- l + V~,n 'lm [Tm,n h'm,n + tem,n (h'm,n - (tlm,n - trlm,n})] (2.4) 

- Ci j' for Yi=l, is formed by the virtual av. service time of the supertasks 
(m:n), with n ~ j, whose sequences were between s~ 0 and bm n-j.i when si,O 
occurs. As the av. number of those sequences is ~m ~tm,n-j + lm,n~j;i): 

C· . = Y. r \J • (T . + f .. > p' (2 5) 1,J 1 V-m,vn~j m,n-j m,n-j;l m,n • 

Dtj,j is the component of T· j due to the service of tasks in final q-sequences 
hat arrive at the system atter the test sequence. It is formed by the virtual 

av. service time of the supertasks (m,n), with n < j, whose sequences m arrive 
when the test sequence is between Si 0 and Si ·_n-or, .if n>O, also between 
8i,j-n and bi,j-n;m. As no sequence ~lth Ym!d can arrive in those intervals, 
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and the av. number of lequences ' with Ym=l which arrive is Ti,j-n and 
Y m f i ,j-n;m: 

D - r y 
i, j - 'tIm m 

Based on formulas (2.2) to (2.6), Bq can be 
of (2.2) by p'.. and summing for every i 

. 1 , J 

B = [r • (h' + rh' )] / q 'tIi P i r i 'tIm>i/r =1 m 
i ,m 

(2.6 ) 

simplified by multiplying boths terms 
and j. The resulting expression is: 

(1 - ~. Y. pi.) 
Vl 1 1 

(2.7) 

By substituting formulas (2.3) and (2.5) to (2.7) into (2.2) a system of linear 
equations in Tj,j is obtained. To .solve ~his . system, define 
Un = ~ j Tj. j Pi j+n· After some mathematlcal manlpulatlon, Ti . can be 
written as a lInear function of Un (n=1,2, ••• ). Thus the problem can'6e reduced 
to the so-lution of a system of linear equations in Un' where the number of 
equations is equal to the maximum number of supertasks in a same final q-se
quence. Thus, complex cases can be solved without numerical difficulties. 

Note that the consideration of branch sequences allows a straightforward exten
sion of the model to consider a batch Poissonian arrival: the sequences arriving 
in a batch can be treated as a single sequence branched just upon arrival. 

2.2.1 Determination of the events bi,j;m 

The events bi jem of the final q-sequences are determined from the previously 
determined eve~ts bi jem of the (q-1)-sequences. Define (i,j) as the (q-1)
sequence coming from lfie same intermediate sequence and containing the same tasks 
(except the one with Px=q) as the q-supertask (i,j). This (q-l)-sequence will be 
called a.(i,j). E.g., for q=2, 0.(1,1)=2 and 0.(1,2) does not exist. It can be 
verified that bi,j;m (defined in q) is given by: 

- e· . (in q) 
1,J (. ) 

- ba.(i,j),N(~{i,j»)-N(~(m,O»;a(m,O) 1n q-1 
- s ( .. ) 0 (1n q-l) 1,J , 

if cUm,O) or a(i,j) do not exist 
if N(a(i,j» - N(a(m,O» ~ 0 
if N(a(i,j» - N(a(m,O» < 0 

E.g., for q=2, b1 ,2;1=ee and b1 ,1;1=ec are examples of the first two cases resp. 

2.3 Extension to a mixed preemptive/non-preemptive priority system 

A mixed preemptive/non-preemptive priority system is solved by reducing it to an 
equivalent preemptive priority system, which can be solved as in 2.2. 

Firstly, in the original system, the highest priority is called priority 2, the 
next is priority 4, the next 6 and so on (it is made to enable introduction of 
intermediate priorities 1n the equivalent system). 

Let Px be the priority in queue of a task x of the original system, and ITx,i' 
h . and hr i (1<i<n) the priority in service and the av. service and residual 
8:~~ice tim~s of Its i-th subtask, being n its number of subtasks. Each task x is 
substituted in the equivalent system by the following n+1 consecutive tasks: the 
first with preemptive priority Px and av. service and residual service times 
zero, and the (i+1)th (l~i~n ) with preemptive prioritynx,i and av. times hx,i 
and hrx i resp. , 

3. DISTRIBUTION FOR A SINGLE PROCESSOR 

3.1. Model description 

As mentioned in 1., the model to evaluate response time distributions is a single 
server queue in which distinction is made between the modeling of the sequence to 
be evaluated and the modeling of the overall behavior of the system. 
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The aequence to be evaluated (test sequence) is modeled aa those described in 
2.1, in which the structure and the characteristics of their branches and tasks 
are predefined (see Fig.la) • . There are two differences with respect to the model 
of 2.1: a) only non-preemptive priorities are considered, and b) the generation 
of tasks after service completion (feedback) can be immediate andlor delayed by a 
time negative ezponentially distributed (n.e.d.) time, called gap time. 

The sequences of the overall behavior are not predefined but governed by proba
bilistic feedback laws. Due to these sequence characteristics, the model is 
better defined in the following way: 

- Tasks of priority i arrive at the system according to a Poissonian law with 
mean rate ~i (i=i, ••• ,N); in addition, after being served a task with priority 
i, IF(ml' ••• 'I{'N) tasks of priorities (l, ••• ,N) are immediately generated with 
probabili~y f>'{.) on~y depending on i, whose probability generating function 
( p. g • f .) 1 s f ( P), be 1 ng p = (PI' ••• ' ~ ) • 

- The tasks of each priority i have identical, independent and general service 
time distribution Si(t) whose Laplace Stieljes Transform (LST) is S(s). 

- Non-preemptive priorlt1es are considered with service discipline first-come 
first-served (FCFS) between tasks of the same priority (higer values of i mean 
lower priority). 

The row vectors 1)= (Tll, ••• ,l'JN) and f(~) = (fl)(rJ), ••• ,fN)(~» are defined. 

The response time distributions for a test sequence without gap times is eval
uated in 3.2 and with gap times in 3.3. Finally, in 3.4, criteria are given to 
define the values of the overall behavior parameters when the model is ~pplied to 
an actual processor. 

3.2. Test sequence without gap times 

The overall behavior is that studied 1n [4], where the main results were: 

"Engaged time in j-th priority due to an i-th priority task": period of time 
which begins when an i-th priority task, being alon in the queue, starts its 
service and ends when the server is free, or it initiates ser~iI' of a k-th 
priority task (k>j). Expressions for the p.g.f. and LST, i,jB(~+ ;s), of the 

joint mixed density function, .. B(nj+l);t), of having an engaged time of 1,J 

length t in j-th priority due to an i-th priority task and of having nj+l= 
(nj+I, ••• ,nN) tasks of priority (j+I, ••• ,N) at the end of such engaged time are 
given in formula (7) of [4]. 

- The joint mixed distribution function Ri)(n;x) that, at a random in-
stant, there are n=(nl, ••• ,nN) tasks in the queue and an i-th priority task is 
in service with a remaining service time less than or equal to x. PQ is the 
probability of the system being empty at a random inst,nt. r(~;s) lS a N row 
vector whose i-th component is the p.g.f. and LST of Rl (n;x). Expressions for 
r(~s), formula (27), and Po' formula (29), are given in [4]. 

LST for the response time distribution of a linear test sequence (i.e., with only 
one branch) is also obtained in [4], formula (39). To evaluate the response time 
distribution in a sequence with several branches, the tasks in the sequence are 
numbered according to its service order. E.g., in Fig.la, the numbering would be: 
I-a, 2-b, ·3-c, 4-f, 5-d, 6-g and 7-e. After that, a parameter aj is associate to 
each task j identifying the task generating task j; e~g., 1n Fig.la, a4=2 
since task 4(=f) i. generated by ta.k 2 (=b); · by extension, al=O. Let k be the 
number of tasks of the test sequence and Hn(t), with LST, ii(s), and in the re
sponae .time distribution and the priority resp. of the task n of the test se-
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quence. 

With this notation, the LST, V(S), of the response time distribution for a 
branched sequence is also given by formula (39) of [4]: 

k-l 
v(s) = nfJo "k-n(s*n)[Po +£.k)(s» [r(~k)(s);s**k»)T] (3.1) 

where:. s*n = 5 + (e:~)(s»~T, s**k = s + (e~k)(s)~T, e is an N row vector 
whose 1-th component 1S 1. 

~n)(s) = (~n)l(S), ••• ,~n)N(S» is an N row vector defined, l~n~k, by (see [7]): 

~n)j(s) = j,i -lB(~P)i (5), ••• , ~P)N(S);S), where p is the maximum p<n 
k-p k-p 

with ik-p>j or being ik-p=j with a k- p > k-n (3.2) 

an) j(S) = ~n-l) j(s) if such p does not exist, where ~o) i = 1 for any i 

In the linear case, ak- y = k-p-I for any p, 
formula (40) of [4]. Final y: 

and then formula 

ak)(s) = (~k)I(S), ••• ,~k)i _l(s),ak-I)i (s), ••• ,~k-l)N(s» 
1 I 

(3.2) becomes 

(3.3) 

The LST for the response time distribution of a sequence with parallel branches 
is also given by a product formula, where the LST factors represent components of 
the response time which are mutually stochastically independent. 

Sequences arriving in a batch can also be treated as a single sequence branched 
just upon arrival, as was mentioned in 2.2 for batch Poissonian arrivals. 

3.3. Test sequence with gap times 

When the generation of tasks after service completion of a task is delayed a gap 
time, two situations can occur: a) there are no tasks of the test sequence in the 
queue when the gap time starts; e.g., gap time between end of service of task b, 
Fig.la, and generation of tasks c and f; and b) several tasks are in the queue; 
e.g., gap time after end of service of task c (task f is in the queue). Due to 
lack of space, only case a), which is representative enough of the approach used 
to solve the problem, is presented here; case b) can be found in [8]. 

In the numbering of tasks according to their service order, a number IS also 
assigned to the gaps. Assume a sequence with k-I tasks and I gap time of av. 
value 11g where the gap is in the position v, i.e. between the service of task 
v-I and the generation of task v+l. Assume that service times and priorities of 
tasks of test sequence are as described in 3.2. 

A function of the overall beb,vior, fundamental to solving this problem, 1S the 
transition probability F-,J n(x). It is the joint mixed conditioned density 
function that, there being ~(ml' ••• '~) tasks in the system (one of them, if 
any, is just initiating its serv1ce), a n.e.d. time later (with av. value l/g) 
there are n=(nl, ••• ,nN) tasks in the queue and a task of priority j in service 
with a remaining service time x; "0 is the probability of the pro~,ssor being 
empt~ after this time. F·o and the p.g.f. in _ and LST in a, FJ (a ;s), of 
F-,J n(x) are given by the)following expresions, where '(a;s) is an N row vector 
whose i-th component is FJ (S;s), see [8]: 

F-O = bN+1,o JH+1(g), and: (3.4) 

[r-( ~ ;s)]T = R(a;s) J(t3;g)T, where: (3.5) 

- bo is an H+1 row vector whose i-th component is: 
bi,o·O for i~H, and ~+l,o - 1/(~+1)/(1 - HB(g) ~(g)T) (3.6) 
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- &(~;s) is an Nx(N+l) matrix~iven by: 
&<I3;s) = (g/(g-s+(e-~) 11 ) S(~;g;s) [C(fi;g)]-l [A + Z(Bjg) 1)(g)T b

0
1 

J(B;g) is an N+l row vector whose i-th component is: 
N 

J(B;g)i = JJl [iYk(B;g)]mk 
where: 
- NB(g) and~(g)_are N row vectors whose i-th components are: 

NB(g)i = i,NB(g) and 11 (g)i =1) i/(g+l1 i ) respectively 

S( t1 ;g;s), C(a ;g) and Z«(i;g) are NxN matrices whose i,j entries are: 

S(B ;gjs)i,j o otherwise 

C(1l ;g) .. 
~ 1, J 

-( i) ). Sj-j,i-1 B B jg 1f i~j; 0 otherwise 

(3.7) 

(3.8) 

(3.9) 

(3.10) 

(3.11) 

Z(a;g)' . 1,J ~ j i f i < j ; - ( g + ( 1 - Si ) 1} i) /"fj i i f i = j ; - (I'li ) ) j,i-1B ~ jg if i>j. 
(3.12) 
(3.13) - A is an Nx(N+1) matrix whose i,j entry is 1 if i=j and 0 otherwise 

lS 
- i) . 

k i-1 B(B ;g) 1f , k < i and ~ kif k>i (3.14) 

It can be seen that for g=O, Fmo and '-(6;s) become Po and r(B;s) resp. 

In order to apply the results obtained to the multiprocessor case, the response 
time of the test sequence is defined from its arrival to the service completion 
of task k-1, excluding the gap time. Based on (3.1), (3.4), (3.5) and 3.8, the 
LST, V(s), of response time distribution is: 

k-v-1 N+1 k-1 
V(s) = [ n~o Hk-n(s*n)] u~1 uav(g;s) [n=JJv+1 Hk-n(us*n)] N+1 ao(O;s) (3.15) 

where: 
- s*n = s + (e-~n)(s»lIT and us"-n = s + (e-u f3 o )(s»l)T 

- N+lao(O;s) = Po + f(uak)(s» [r(u~k)(s);us**k)]T, and 

uav(g;s) is the u-th component of the vector: 

av(g·,s) = b + f(ak-v)(s» R(r.lk-v)(s)·S*"k ) being o .." k-v' 

uS**k = s + (e-Jlk )(s»1I T and s**k-v = s + (e~k-v)(s»1I T, where 

«k-v)(s) and u«k)(s) are N row vectors defined as 1n formula (3.3). 

(3.16) 

aO)(s) (for n~k-v) and uBn)(s) (for n~k-v+2) are N row vectors which can be 

obtained from vectorsan-1)(s), ••• , BO)(s) and tln - 1 )( ) ulJ s , ••• , 

following the criteria given in (3.2), where uSk-v+l)j(s)=uYj(ak-V);g) for l~j~N. 

As can be seen, the existance of a gap splits the LST of the response time 
distribution into N+l terms. This fact occurs for each existing gap, which indi
cates that the components of the response time which were independent when there 
was no gap, are now dependent. Formula (3.15) can be directly extended to several 
case a) gaps; a split of N+l terms appears for each existing gap. It can also be 
noted that: for g=CO (zero gap) formula (3.15) becomes formula (3.1) and for g=O 
(infinite gap) it is the product of the LST of two independent sequences one of 
them with v-I tasks and the other with k-v tasks. 

3.4. Application to an actual processor 

The model for av. values is able to represent faithfully most details of the 
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sequences performed in an actual processor. It is not possible in the model for 
distributions; however, this model is able to represent all the actual procesor 
charac-teristics which may have a significant impact on the response time distri
bution. Based on simulations, these characteristics have been identified. They 
are the detailed structure and parameters of the sequence to be evaluated, which 
can be faithfuly represented in the mOdel, and the following characteristics of 
the sequences constituting the overall behavior of the actual processor: 1) load 
of any priority i, 2) load due to tasks of priority i generated upon serVIce 
comple-tion of a task of priority j, for any i and j, and 3) first and second 
moments of the service times of tasks of each priority. 

The input data of the overall behavior model (lli' fi)(m) and Si(t) can be chosen 
[7] to maintain the above mentioned characteristics of the actual processor. 

For the service time law of each priority task, the following have been selected 
taking into account the values of the coefficient of variation of the corre
sponding priority tasks in the actual system: negative exponential (=1), constant 
(=0), hyperexponential (>1) and a linear combination of two consecutive Erlang~r 
functions «1). 

4. APPLICATION TO A MULTIPROCESSOR SYSTEM 

In this section, the word sequence will refer to all the tasks performed by the 
multiprocessor system in response to a requisition; subsequence to the taks of a 
sequence performed by the same processor; chain to the consecutive task of a 
subsequence, i.e., without parts of other subsequences between them. Fig.2a shows 
a sequence, indicating the processor Pl or P2 which performs each task. Fig.2b 
and c show its subsequences and its chaIns resp. 

The models described above can be applied to evaluate multiprocessor systems 
with a large number of processors if the correlation among them is not strong, 
i.e., if there are no pairs of processors in which one does work in a high 
percentage of the sequences for which another works. System 12 satisfies these 
characteristics and has been accur ately evaluated [9,10]. In this type of 
systems, the following assumptions can be made: 1) If the arrival of sequences at 
the multiprocessor system is Poissonian, the arrival of chains at each processor 
is also Poissonian and 2) the dependence between response times of subsequences 
of a sequence is negligible. 

On the other hand, the dependence between chains of the same subse-quence must be 
considered. Nevertheless, as this dependence does not affect the calculation of 
av. values, the chains obtained for each processor can be input data for evalu
ating its av. response time. Once the av. response times of the 

P1 P2 P1 P2 

P1 
I 

~ P2 I 
I 
I 

P2 I 
I 

0 I 

Pl I 
I 

P2 0 
~ --

SEQUENCE SUBSEQUENCES 
(a) (b) 

CHAINS 
(c) 

FIG.2: A MULTIPROCESSOR SEQUENCE. ITS SUBSEQUENCES AND ITS CHAINS 
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chains have been obtained, the av. response times of the sequences are calculated 
by si~le addition. 

For evaluating response time distributions, the chains per-formed in a processor 
can also be the input data for obtaining, according to 3.4, the input parameters 
of its overall behavior. However, the sequence to be evaluated must not be broken 
down into chains, but into subsequences in order to consider the dependence 
between chains. The gap times of the subsequences {dashed lines in Fig.2b} in
clude the response times in other processors; only its av. values , which can be 
obtained using the model of section 2., have significant impact on the results 
[11]. Once the response time distribution {excluding the .gap times} of each 
subsequence has been obtained, the distribution for the whole sequence is cal
culated by convolution. 

5. CONCLUSIONS 

Two complementary models for the evaluation of response times in an M/c/1 queue 
with feedback and priorities, and their application to single-processor or to 
large multiprocessor systems have been presented. The generality of the feedback 
and priority schemes makes it possible to mOdel, with a high degree of accuracy, 
a large variety of actual systems. The models can be applied to the comparison of 
different system design alternatives, for optimizing the allocation of tasks into 
processors and the assigment of priorities to the tasks, and for system dimen
sioning. 
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